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When a training flight ends in disaster, 

Santa must conquer the iconic Murray River 

in order to save Christmas. 

This is a story to make you smile and perfect for 

anyone who loves holidays by the river. 

 

“Readers will have a thrilling time discovering Australia’s 

Murray River, as Santa explores a boat load of iconic locations. 

For river bound Aussie’s there are waves of nostalgia and 

budding childhood memories to indulge in. For new visitors, a 

packed itinerary of ripper new places awaits!”  

Emma – Indie Book Reviewer 

www.shawlinepublishing.com.au 

Dave O'Neill has been writing 
rhymes since he was fifteen and 
managed to turn his passion into 
a career in journalism, media and 
communications. 
After more than ten years living in 
Melbourne working in the footy 
industry, Dave has returned to his 
roots in Ballarat. 
With two gorgeous kids under 
three, Dave is now chasing his 
dreams of writing books and 
hoping to inspire them to always 
shoot for the stars. 
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DOES WRITING ENERGISE OR EXHAUST YOU? 

Writing is an outlet for me. My brain seems to need creative 

time to keep things exciting. I often find myself writing in my 

head when I should be asleep. It usually makes me think I’ve 

struck gold, only to write the words down the next morning and 

realise they weren’t as good as I thought they would be. 

 

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR WRITERS? 

While you have to have some ego and belief in your ability to 

really give it a crack, you must be able to accept feedback and 

understand you will never know it all.  

Always check whether your ideas make sense, utilising both 

Google and experts in the field you can usually get the right 

answer.  
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